Singer/Songwriter
Will’s music is universally appealing. People
cannot help tapping their feet and smiling. Part
of that is due to Will’s very amicable personality. His enthusiasm for the music is contagious
and he provides the perfect mix of background
information amongst the songs Will also has a
great sense of humor and keeps the audience
smiling all evening long .Sincerely,
Kim Compton
Education Coordinator
McHenry Conservation District

Two original Will Kruger compositions and two collaborated songs
have been selected to be included in the film
"God Where Are You? "
by Lazarus Film Works one of which is the title song!
An acoustic journey of relationships, spiritual love and thought provoking lyrics

Will Kruger was an ideal music maker for our
recent prairie anniversary celebration. Will's
mellow sounds were just right to carry across
our small enclosed exhibit area but still be
strong enough to lilt over the prairie for the
visitors there, too. His program of heartwarming songs of nature and family and the
love of outdoors and the Creator gave us a profound sense of serenity as we all listen enthralled whether in a chair in front of him or
out on the prairie.
Diane Bodkin Secretary,
Citizens for Conservation

Will Kruger. Guitarist, singer/songwriter and entertainer. Will's been pick'n and
singing since the age of 14. Will has always been attracted to the simplicity, message and melodies of folk music accompanied by the acoustic guitar. He brings a
unique sense of clarity and a strong emphasis to the lyrical content of the selection
of songs. His musical roots go back to the folk era where influence from the likes of
Peter Paul & Mary, Simon & Garfunkel, John Denver and James Taylor have shaped
his musical style. Will is a proven entertainer playing, festivals, theaters and auditoriums throughout the Midwest.
More recently, Will performed on stage for a John Denver Tribute at the Wheeler
Opera House in Aspen Colorado . Will has been recognized as a significant songwriter and has had four of his songs featured in the Lazarus Film works production
of "God Where Are You".
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